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Vegetable washers  
and Spin dryers 
Choose from a wide range of vegetable washers and spin dryers, essential 
components for small, medium and large size kitchens.s for small, medium and large size kitchens.

LVA100

�� Vegetable washer and dryer in one machine. 

The washing effect is obtained by combining basket 

rotation and water turbulence generated by a pump

�� Designed for the efficient and safe treatment of all 

types of vegetables

�� Complete stainless steel construction guarantees long

term reliability

�� Integrated dispenser with liquid for sanitizing vegetables 

(activated during a specific cycle)

�� 3 preset cycles according to the type of products to be 

washed

�� Basket with 2 speed rotation: washing (60 rpm), drying 

(270 rpm)

�� Advanced programmable model with automatic and

manual cycles and self-cleaning cycle

�� Spray and/or immersion washing, depending on cycle

�� Avoid damage to delicate items by regulating the 

power of the washing water

�� Efficient and easy to clean filtering system and well with 

rounded corners

�� Operator safety thanks to microswitch which stops the y

machine if the lid is opened

Model
Load  

capacity

Basket  

volume
Power

LVA100B 2-6 kg 30 lt 900 W

 External dimensions (wxdxh): 700x700x1000mm
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ELX65

Model
Load capacity Basket  

volume
Power

Heavy veg. Lettuce heads

EL40 5 kg 9 32 lt 370 W

 External dimensions (wxdxh)   460x540x800mm

ELX65 10 kg 18 65 lt 750 W

 External dimensions (wxdxh)   578x639x1005mm
EL40

�� Drying basket either in stainless steel (only for ELX65) 

or high quality resin

�� Basket rotation speed ideal for drying fragile items

without crushing them (330 rpm for ELX65; 470 rpm

for EL40) 

�� Residual water is easily eliminated through an

outlet pipe at the bottom of the well

�� Motor brake guarantees the dryer will stop 

immediately after the drying cycle (ELX65)

�� Spin dryers ideal for drying lettuce, spinach, leeks, 

parsley, swiss chard and cabbage

�� Very short drying time (1-2 minutes) preserves the 

flavour and texture of all leafy vegetables until 

served

�� Stainless steel construction guarantees hygiene and 

is resistant to corrosion

�� Waterproof touch button control panel for easy 

cleaning is protected even against strong jets of water

�� Safety: the motor stops when the lid is opened

�� Two cycles for all types of vegetables: “automatic” 

(75 seconds) which alternates rotation with several 

sudden stops (for all vegetables); “manual” thanks to

the adjustable timer 0-59 min. (for delicate items)

Stainless steel drying basket

Residual water drainTouch button control


